
B LO S SOM



   @avantskincare 

Gentle Rose Beautifying Face Exfoliant
Hydrate intensely and smooth wrinkles with this double  
duty face exfoiliant that leaves the skin soft and supple  
thanks to its blend of rose and vitamin B5.

Tip / Don’t over exfoiliate! Make sure you use this on  
a weekly, not daily, basis to not over irritate your skin.
MSRP / $114.00* 
Shop / us.lookfantastic.com/brands/avant-skincare.list 

AVANT  SK INCARE

Did you miss the flowers, the sun and the start of events for the upcoming  
seasons? We did too! And that’s where our April GLOSSYBOX comes in: Blossom.
Our Blossom edit is here for the start of new beginnings and the warm  
moments we get to share with our friends and family. Enjoy this blooming  
beauty selection alongside office happy hours, bridal showers, Easter brunches,  
and start preparing for summer!
We hope you are as excited for the Spring as we are in this month’s box full  
of treats and delights, as we blossom into the upcoming season!

XOXO,
Schané Flowers, Beauty Editor 

P.S. Yes, my last name is Flowers!  
Coincidence? No, just fate!

Nails.INC Blossom Kisses Nail Polish
Ring in the Spring with this cute nail polish from  

Nails.INC, a brand with focus on innovation and how  
beauty makes us feel. We thought this was a perfect  
match for this box, being cruelty-free and fitting for  

a spring color. Also, it’s pink. Need we say more?

Tip / For light colors like this, 2-3 coats is the  
golden window for even color on the nails!

MSRP / $11.00* 
Shop / nailsinc.com 

NA ILS . INC

@nailsinc

Ring in the Spring, GLOSSIES!

FULL-SIZE

DELUXE MINI

1 SHEET MASK

   @vitamasques

Ruby Sheet Mask 
This face mask is such a gem. The combination of  
Geranium Essential Oil and Goji Berries help with skin  
hydration and encourage a radiant and healthy glow.

Tip / If you love spas as much as I do, you’d know that  
post-steam/shower is the best time to apply a sheet  
mask. Your pores are wide open, and will benefit the  
best during this window of opportunity.
MSRP / $7.00* 
Shop / us.vitamasques.com 

V ITAMASQUES 



@colabhair

FULL-SIZE
DELUXE MINI

FULL-SIZE

Original Dry Shampoo
Ain’t nobody got time for a full wash as baby  

showers, Easter, and wedding/panels/conference  
planning kick in. That’s where this award-winning  

dry shampoo saves the in-between wash days.  
All the oil absorption, no white residue. 

Tip / Want a little extra lift? Flip your hair upside  
down, spritz, and massage the shampoo into your  

hair. It’s like the new ‘bend and snap’ method!
MSRP / $5.49* 

Shop / https://www.colab-hair.com/en-gb/where-to-buy

COLAB

@viktorandrolf_fragrances

Flowerbomb Nectar
This perfume takes the essence of Viktor&Rolf’s  

best seller, Flowerbomb, to a whole new level. Blackcurrant  
and bergamot top notes, a jasmine and orange flower center, 

and a vanilla, patchouli oil, and a benzoin base create  
a sensual impression that lingers all day long. 

Tip / Best places to spray perfume: wrists, neck, and the hair  
for extra oomph. But don’t do all of them at once! Pick  

one area and let the scent spread the rest of the way.
MSRP / Deluxe mini: $23.69*      

                Full size: 1.7oz $120.00*
Shop / us.viktor-rolf.com

V IKTOR&ROLF 

@inked.bydani

Flower Child Temporary Tattoos
Okay so this bonus item is my personal fave. 

And it’s not because it’s flowers.Temporary 
tattoos are a symbol of the beautiful, yet 

fleeting moments that come during spring. 
With 21 designs, you can customize your  

arms, legs, or other places for a signature  
look that’s all you for the moments that matter. 

Tip / How long do you hold the damp cloth  
over the tattoo paper? About 60 seconds  

or more for maximum staying power.
MSRP / $12.99*

Shop / inkedbydani.com

INKED  BY  DAN I

Extra
treat



Did you know that by filling out our 
GLOSSYBOX surveys, you not only get 

GLOSSYCredit, but a say in how we can 
improve? To access these surveys, login to your 
account and you will find them ready for you.

You can save up your GLOSSYCredit to spend 
on a Limited Edition box or use it on 

us.lookfantastic.com. 

Love your GLOSSYBOX? Share 
the love on your social media 
and we’ll feature you on ours! 
Just tag us @glossybox_us or 
use our hashtag #glossyboxus 

to be part of the GLOSSY 
community!   

What do caviar, cherry blossoms, and 
Iceland have in common? They’re clues 
to what’s coming in this year’s Mother’s 
Day Limited Edition Box! Whether you 

snag one for that special woman in your 
life, or treat yourself, we pulled out all 
the stops to give you the best of the 

best (and then some!) this year!  

Unleash your feisty side, GLOSSIES! Next month’s 
box theme is an adventure into the untamed 

woman in all of us, and the makeup and beauty 
trends that defy the norm. Speaking of, here’s your 
first sneak peek of the upcoming month: Elemis’s 
Pro-Collagen Cleansing Balm is coming your way! 
With two (yes, you read right) unique box designs, 

we only have one question for you GLOSSIES:  
Are you stripes or spots?

For those worried about being ‘beach body’ 
ready, we are taking a hard look at the 

harmful effects of pursuing ‘perfection’ in 
this month’s #nofilter series to discuss body 

positivity, photoshop, and social media’s 
impact on ‘beautiful’ shapes. 

Head to glossybox.com and click GLOSSY 
Report to follow the series.

Do you want to know about the women behind the 
box? For this month, we’ll reveal a fact about us, and an 
extra tip for one of the products in your GLOSSYBOX! 

Fact: Before deciding on the name ‘Schané’, our Beauty 
Editor’s dad was going to name her Rose, Lily, Lilith, or 
Iris. Mom thought they would be too cliche, so Schané 

it was (Editor’s Note: Thank goodness.)

Tip: If you want your temporary tattoo to last as long as 
possible, place it in an area that doesn’t experience too 
much flexation or movement, like your forearm or thigh, 

as opposed to areas like your wrist or inner elbow.

Coming
soon...
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